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The Path to Diagnostic Excellence Includes
Feedback to Calibrate How Clinicians Think
and high confidence to undertesting). In addition
to strong foundational knowledge, well-calibrated
clinicians have the appropriate amount of confidence
in their diagnostic decisions and recognize and
manage uncertainty appropriately, and this acumen
guides their analytic thinking, intuition, and approach
to diagnostic tests. These clinicians minimize harm
from missed, delayed, and incorrect diagnoses
(such as from delayed or wrong tests and treatments) as well as from diagnosing problems that
would never cause symptoms (overdiagnosis).
Although systems and policy approaches are also
needed, developing well-calibrated clinicians is one
potential solution to the dilemma of how to simultaneously reduce preventable harms from both underdiagnosis and overtesting.
Research from applied psychology outside health
care suggests that calibration can be achieved through
consistent learning about an individual’s performance
through feedback. Very little feedback occurs once
clinicians enter practice, but measurement of diagnostic performance, if done correctly, could create appropriate feedback,2 as long as the communication occurs
constructively and facilitates learning. However, determining how to provide diagnostic performance feedback to practicing clinicians for learning
and improvement requires additional inquiry. Clinicians must learn about the ulDiagnostic excellence also requires
timate accuracy of their diagnoses, as well
managing diagnostic uncertainty
as the processes that led them to those
diagnoses (eg, which tests were orappropriately and communicating
dered and whether they should have
that uncertainty to patients.
been) or why diagnostic performance
was suboptimal.
Decision-making must optimize the balance between
Fundamental scientific principles underlying how
reducing overuse and addressing underuse of diagnos- to calibrate clinicians through feedback are not well
tic tests and other resources, because both simultane- established and recommendations from other clinical
ously exist in health care. Diagnostic excellence also feedback domains may not necessarily apply to diagrequires managing diagnostic uncertainty appropriately nosis. For example, clinicians are concerned about
and communicating that uncertainty to patients, and at both giving and receiving feedback about diagnostic
times watchful waiting for complex and evolving diag- delays in cancer6 and may be uncomfortable discussnoses for which unfocused treatment efforts may be ing diagnostic errors. As opposed to more systemseven more harmful.
oriented and patient-focused factors that could
Much overuse and underuse can be attributed explain poorer performance on quality measures of
to cognitive errors involving suboptimal analytic chronic disease prevention or management, diagnostic
thinking or erroneous intuitive decision-making that feedback may generate conversations about knowlcan be averted by well-calibrated clinicians. Achieving edge base or individual decision-making; consediagnostic calibration (when clinicians’ confidence in quently, at the individual level, clinicians may be
the accuracy of their diagnostic decision-making uncomfortable with such feedback. Despite the strong
aligns with their actual accuracy5) is a prerequisite for influence of systems-related factors on diagnosis,1 curachieving diagnostic excellence, because it accounts rent norms erroneously emphasize that when outfor competing demands of addressing underuse and comes are poor, cognitive processes were more error
overuse (low confidence can lead to overtesting prone and thus to blame. Feedback about diagnostic

Improving diagnosis in health care is considered
the next imperative for patient safety. 1,2 Rapidly
evolving diagnostic tests and treatments and competing priorities and pressures encountered by clinicians
to deliver high-quality, low-cost health care make this
a major challenge. Clinicians frequently balance
undertesting, possibly missing a diagnosis, with pursuing overzealous diagnostic testing, which could
be harmful and costly. Rigorous multidisciplinary
research and innovation from cognitive psychology,
human factors, informatics, and social sciences are
needed to stimulate previous efforts to reduce diagnostic errors. The Moore Foundation’s recently
announced $85 million, 6-year initiative on improving
diagnostic excellence could be particularly transformative because it “aims to reduce harm from erroneous or delayed diagnoses” but also “goes beyond
avoiding errors and includes consideration of cost,
timeliness and patient convenience.”3
Achieving diagnostic excellence requires focusing on not just accuracy of diagnosis but concurrently
on minimizing costs and enhancing timeliness and
patient centeredness. The best diagnostician may be
the clinician who makes the diagnosis using the fewest
resources, 4 while improving patient experience.
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decision-making must account for an understanding of cognitive
processes as well as the associated patient-related (case specific)
and systems factors (context specific). Hence, feedback on diagnostic performance requires additional considerations for implementation than feedback related to quality measurement of
chronic disease prevention or management, which by now many
clinicians are accustomed to receiving.
To inform scientific principles of diagnostic performance feedback, certain general feedback principles that lead to learning and
improved performance in other domains are important, along with
specific considerations for diagnosis. For quantitative summaries (eg,
monthly proportions of test results with timely follow-up), general
principles should include using measures perceived as important and
based on valid underlying data, ensuring timely presentation of performance data, focusing on areas with improvement opportunities
(ie, for which performance is not at ceiling), having an ability to compare a clinician’s performance with another group’s performance or
with a goal, and incorporating delivery of feedback in a routine and
ongoing fashion contained within an overarching quality improvement structure. Aspects of performance that should be measured
should include diagnostic processes that can be more easily tracked
over time and acted upon, rather than just diagnostic outcomes that
do not provide actionable information about which processes went
wrong and which to improve. Additionally, feedback should ideally
highlight patterns in performance rather than merely reflect casespecific or context-specific phenomena. Such specificity makes transfer of learning to other cases and contexts less likely. However, distilling lessons into specific behavior changes from aggregate
quantitative data alone may be difficult because of the complexity
of diagnosis and the myriad patient and situational factors
involved in errors.7 Learning using summarized data may therefore
be complemented through qualitative analysis of specific instances for which case-specific factors, context-specific factors, and
diagnostic decision-making can be examined in depth. Feedback
should include these specifics to allow clinicians receiving feedback to delve into their performance and investigate improvement
opportunities for themselves, encouraging both self-assessment
and accountability.
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Although feedback should be given for both positive and
negative outcomes, delivering feedback about suboptimal
performance requires creation of a receptive learning environment because feedback conversations are poised to generate discomfort and feelings of blame. If clinicians can self-identify areas for
which improvement is needed, providing positive, constructive feedback in those areas could create such an environment. Such sensitive feedback should be delivered verbally and confidentially in a supportive, nonjudgmental, nonpunitive fashion by a trusted source, but
by whom and how it is delivered can be individualized. For example, a performance review with a supervisor may increase levels
of concern and discomfort compared with a debrief or coaching session with a respected senior colleague. Clinicians without formal supervisors to provide feedback, which is true for most physicians in
practice, could receive feedback through developing informal peerto-peer collaborative learning networks.7 Feedback should highlight specific plans to improve performance that target simple behavior changes (eg, changes in test ordering) and learning
opportunities that could improve diagnosis in the future. Additionally, because diagnosis is a team endeavor, feedback will often need
to involve teams. Future scientific exploration will need to answer
current unknowns such as how to deliver feedback effectively while
maintaining clinician accountability, how to develop effective peerto-peer networks, what unintended consequences occur with such
feedback (eg, relative inattention to other clinical priorities, hypervigilance for certain previously missed conditions, or mistrust in feedback content or measures), and which specific diagnostic processes and outcomes should be tracked routinely and fed back to
clinicians of different specialties.
Grounding diagnostic performance measurement and feedback using principles discussed in this Viewpoint could help ensure
that such feedback does not become a threat to a clinician’s professional image. Creating effective feedback pathways within a learning health care system could produce better calibrated clinicians who
prevent harm from missed diagnostic opportunities as well as from
overdiagnosis, overtesting, and overtreatment. The future wellcalibrated clinician is one of the most promising paths to achieving
diagnostic excellence.
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